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ABSTRACT

Globalization including General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and Asia Fair Trade Agreement (AFTA) are a new free trade system. In globalization era, there will be an intense and free competition in looking for jobs throughout the world. This new system will affect the health services system in which health services tend to follow an industrial model. Meaning that dentistry or dental health services tend to be part of a business system, and this system has caused controversy among the community and the profession itself. The results of the discussion revealed that professional and business of dentistry is compatible and complementary. The tendency of increasing number of legal form of practice (group and a professional corporation) and the worldwide advertisement of these practices supported the premise that delivering dental practice tends to follow the industrial model. Dentists should not only more focus on achieving financial success in running the business of practice but profession should have the most concern for the people who seek their services. Delivering quality of dental care depends on the high skill of the dentist and on the satisfactory income for the survival of the practice in the long run, and this make the practice will be viewed by the public and profession as being appropriate and of high quality. Facing the globalization, besides possessing high clinical skill, dentists must have a firm understanding of management concepts and apply them in their practice. In conclusion: The profession and the business of dentistry are compatible and complementary. The delivery of the dental services tends to follow the industrial model, which is a current reality. Dentist should concern more on the delivering high quality of dental services, not only focus on the business of the practice, although the satisfactory income is important for the survival growth of the practice in the long run. It is suggested for dentists to follow as much business training or dental practice management training as the dentist can. It is also suggested to give the undergraduate students the basic concepts of dental practice management by putting this in the curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION

Globalization including General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and Asia Fair Trade Agreement (AFTA) will be implemented soon. Globalization and AFTA are a new free trade system, and this system will have great impact on health services, specifically dental health service systems. People can work in whatever country they choose, since theoretically there are no borderlines among countries in the world. Therefore, there will be an intense and free competition in looking for jobs throughout the world. Skilled and professional people will have the greatest advantage in competing for these jobs. Consequently, health workers should prepare themselves for globalization and AFTA. Moreover, this new order will also affect the health services system in which health services tend to follow an industrial model. Meaning that dentistry or dental health services tend to be part of a business system, and this system has caused controversy among the community and the profession itself.

As is mentioned above, dentists will face the tough/intense competition in finding a job. Taking this into consideration therefore, dentists should aware of and know about the dental health status of the community, the projected growth of the dental health manpower, and the demand of the people in buying or using a dental service. For example, by evaluating the condition of the dental health status of Indonesians and the current dental manpower; in which the dental health status of Indonesian increases for the last 15 years, while the ratio between dentists and population is about 1 : 13.000. Added by the big population of Indonesia (220 million), it means that Indonesia will be considered as a big “market” for dental health personnel not only for the Indonesian but also for regional or may be international dental personnel. As the consequences therefore, there will be more tough/intense competition in carrying out dental health services in Indonesia. Indonesian dentists should aware and prepare themselves in facing globalization and the current reality of the business system in delivering dental services. Although the big majority of dental practice is still dominated by solo practice but from the field observation showed that there is a tendency that dental practices are growing to be a group of practice/partnership or
a professional corporation especially in some big cities in Indonesia. Partnership/group practice and a professional corporation is the legal form of business organization, and these practices tend to be managed using a business system.

Therefore, this paper will discuss about the professional and the business of dentistry, will introduce the legal forms of dental practice with their advantages and disadvantages as the current reality of the business system in delivering dental services.

**Profession**

Wikipedia,5 the free encyclopedia defines that a profession is an occupation that requires extensive training and the study and mastery of specialized knowledge, and usually has a professional association, ethical code and process of certification or licensing. For examples are law, medicine, finance, the military, nursing, the clergy and engineering. A member of a profession is termed professional. A profession is always held by a person, and it is generally that person’s way of generating income. Membership in the profession is usually restricted and regulated by a professional association.5,6

In modern usage, professions tend to have certain qualities in common. However, there is no standard definition of a modern professional. Beyond the classical examples (lawyers, doctors, etc.) there are many groups that claim status as a profession, and many who dispute the status. For example, schoolteachers often refer to their occupation as a profession; even though it is not exclusive, nor is entrance competitive, nor are they self-regulating.5,7

Contemporary professions arose during the Middle Ages and are represented by fields such as the military, medicine and law. All these held a specific code of ethics, and members were almost universally required to swear some form of oath to uphold those ethics. Each profession also provided and required extensive training in the meaning, value and importance of that oath in the practice of profession.6

Freidson8 suggests that there are six characteristics that can be used to determine whether a group qualifies as a true profession: 1) members of a profession posses abstract knowledge in their area of expertise, 2) entry into a profession requires prolonged specialized training, 3) a profession regulates itself through licensure and through determining its own standards of education, 4) members of a profession are relatively free of lay control, 5) the services provided by a profession are necessary for the ongoing functioning of society and 6) members of a profession has a service orientation rather than a profit orientation.

In line with Freidson’s qualification of a profession, Jong6 stated that all professionals have 4 common requirements: 1) a distinct body of knowledge generally requiring education beyond the usual level, 2) a component of service to society, 3) the right and responsibility to be self-governing, and 4) a code of ethics. Professions, such as dentistry, determine their own standards for licensure and control the numbers of entering professionals, the length and conditions of education, the distribution of services, and to great extend the cost of services. It is society’s belief that professionals place the welfare of the patient above their own welfare, which helps support the independence of the professions in regulated society.6,7

**Characteristic of business**

A business can be defined as any individual or group effort to produce and distribute goods or services for a profit.9 In most of the economic systems, four groups play important roles in a business: 1) owners, 2) managers, 3) producers, and 4) consumers. Sometimes, individuals could belong to more than one group. For example, an owner may also be a manager and a producer, and a producer could also be a consumer. Owners are those who use their own capital or obtain capital to begin a business. A business can be owned by a single individual in the form of a sole proprietorship or by a group of individuals in the form of partnership or corporation. Managers are those who have the responsibility for conducting and supervising the operation of a business. Producers perform the actual physical and mental labor necessary to produce the goods or services. Consumers are the buyers of the goods and services produced by the business.10

Domer et al.10 stated that there are five criteria that can be used to determine if someone is engaged in business: 1) the capital obtained, 2) the goods or service are produced and distributed to consumers, 3) willingness of the consumers to buy the goods or services, 4) the production, distribution and sale of goods or services results in profit and 5) the owner of a business is confronted with risks.

**Legal forms of practice**

In the management literature, the legal form of practice is the synonymous of the form of business organizations. There are three types of legal forms of practice: 1) sole proprietorship, 2) partnership and 3) professional corporation.

Young11 divided the mode of practices into 3 basic types: 1) independent solo practice (including associateships), 2) solo with facilities sharing, and 3) partnership/group of practice. But, Domer et al.10 divided the mode of practices into 2 basic types: alone (including solo practice and expense sharing), and with others (including one other, general group and multispecialty group).

The legal forms of practice are separate and distinct from the modes of practice. For example, the legal form of solo practice could be a sole proprietorship or cooperation with 2 dentists as stockholders even though one is not actively practicing dentistry. And the legal form of the group practice could be a partnership or corporation.10 The majority of dentists seem to practice alone (solo practice), and the predominant legal forms of their practice are the sole proprietorship.7,11
Partnership

In general, a partnership is 2 or more dentists agree to share the profit and loss of an enterprise in an unincorporated business. They pool their capital and labors, they share their patients, and they split the practice income and expenses according to a predetermined agreement.10,11 Young11 stated that this type of legal practice is the most radical departures from the traditional practice. There have been a variety of definitions of this type of practice, but Sarner cit. Young11 has pointed out that the crucial characteristic of this method of organization is that the participants share income, facilities and expenses.

Some of the advantages of this partnership are the increase of the capital in beginning of the practice and the control is shared with the partner. Moreover, the division of income often results in higher income than an individual proprietorship because of less downtime of the practice. One of the disadvantages is that the actions of one partner can influence on all other partners. For example, in a malpractice claims against one partner, the other partners could also be influenced by the public opinion and also could be held liability.10,11

Corporation or a professional corporation

This is a true business in which members of the corporation are members by virtue of their purchase of stocks. In this type of legal practice, members are usually opened for dentists, but sometimes it is also opened for someone who wants to invest his money on stocks. A professional corporation is a means to give a legal form of business to the controller of the business, which is separated from the owner with the controller of the business. Therefore the difference between corporate and partnership is in the controller of the business.10

As the partnership, a professional corporation has some advantages, for example: more capital available, the death or withdrawal of one of the members does not affect the life of the organization. While of the disadvantages of a corporate is that one must divide the profits of a corporation with the other stockholders.10

DISCUSSION

As was mentioned above, dentistry or dental service delivery is becoming a business system or industrial model. This makes controversial opinions among dental profession and community, but the professional and business aspects of dentistry are a current reality of dental practice.2 Regarding these various opinions, Domer10 proposed four premises that can be used as the basic knowledge to discuss the professional and business aspects of dentistry in which health services tend to follow an industrial model. Premise I: Dentistry is a Profession, Premise II: Dentistry is a business, Premise III: Professional and business aspects of dentistry are compatible and complementary, and Premise IV: Management is important to both professional and business aspects of dentistry.

The first premise is that Dentistry is a Profession. Referring to the 1st and 2nd professional characteristic of Freidson8 mentioned above, any dentist as a profession should fulfill the 1st and 2nd qualifications of Freidson’s. In this regard, the length of dental school curriculum and their focus on both scientific knowledge and skills indicate that dentistry fulfills the first two criteria of a true profession of Freidson’s qualifications and also the Wikipedia’s definition of a profession as mentioned above.

The existing mechanism for licensure and for the accreditation of dental schools reflects that dentistry should regulate itself and be free of lay control.6 Woodall,12 Freidson8 and Jong6 stated that the criterion of autonomy differentiates a profession from a non-profession. Professionals have the special privilege of freedom from the control of outside. However, the autonomy that is granted to the professions is a question that is continually raised by the consumers, the government and the third party such as insurance companies.5 The degree of self-regulation in the licensure of individual dentists and in the accreditation of dental schools reveals that dentistry also satisfies the 3rd and 4th criteria of a true profession of Freidson’s qualifications and Wikipedia’s definition of a profession.

Some people interpreted the 6th criterion literally that a professional should be wholly unconcerned with the business aspects and the financial rewards of providing services. The service criterion should not be interpreted literally.7 However, if dentists are unconcerned with the business aspects of dentistry they will be unable to provide necessary dental services to the public at a reasonable and affordable cost.7,14 The service orientation should be interpreted as meaning that individuals in profession have the most concern for the people who seek their services.12 From the discussion above it can be concluded therefore that dentistry is a profession, because it has been proved that dentistry fulfill all criteria of a profession.

The 2nd premise proposed by Domer10 is that Dentistry is a business. The first criterion of business is the capitals obtain. Any dental practice needs capital to purchase equipment and supplies, lease or buy an office, and to cover overhead costs for the first several months of its initial operation. Although some dentists work for a salary and do not invest capital in the practice that employs them, the employers should invest capital at when the practice was first established.7 Therefore, all dental practice fulfills this first criterion of business.

The 2nd criterion of a business is that services are produced and distributed to consumers. It can happen that individuals could belong to more than one group. An owner
may also be a manager and a producer, and a producer could also be a consumer. Usually dentists are being the owner of the dental practice, and also they are in most being the manager and producers in the business of the dental practice. It was supported by Young that most dental students chose dentistry because they want to “be one’s owns boss” (owner and manager) and to work with their hands (producers).

Therefore, dentists and their staffs therefore fulfill the 2nd criterion of a business.

Willingness of consumers to buy the services or willingness of consumers to exchange money for goods or services is the 3rd criterion of a business. Money is exchanged for the dental care received either directly from patients (out of pocket) or through the third party. It is clearly therefore, that dentistry fulfills the 3rd criterion of a business.

The 4th criterion of a business is that the production, distribution and sales of goods or services result in a profit. Profit is defined as the excess of revenue over the costs of operating a business. Although most dentists use the term net income rather than profit, for all practical purposes they do make a profit. The operation of most of dental practices does in fact result in a profit or net income for the dentists. Dentists who invest in and operate a private practice certainly assume the risk of associated with the less of successful of the practice or it may completely fail or they face the risk of a business. Or in other words, dentists should aware of the risk of a dental practice. The dental practice therefore fulfills the 5th criterion of a business that the owners of a business are confronted with financial risks.

In addition to the five criterion of business mentioned above, Silker makes a clear statement that private practice dentistry is a business just as banking or McDonald’s or the grocery store. A dentist must efficiently run the practice as a business. However, Silker warned that the more focus on achieving financial success (net income or profit); the more financial success evades the dentists. Possibly the patients can feel when a dentist is sincerely and totally interested in what is best for them. If the dentist is more concerned with the business of dentistry than with the patient’s well being, the successful business of dental practice will fail. Moreover, Silker said that having a dental practice or starting a dental practice, a dentist should get as much business training and marketing courses as soon as the dentist can. From the presentation above it can be concluded that a dental practice is a profession and also a business.

The professional and business aspects of dentistry are compatible and complementary is the 3rd premise of Freidson’s. Domer et al. compared the professional and business objectives of a dental practice. Examination the professional objectives of a dentist and the commonly accepted objectives of a business showed that they are quite similar. Professional and business objectives both include the following: 1) delivery of services that are needed and valued by the public, 2) continued survival and growth, 3) improvement of services through experimentation, the acquisition of new knowledge, and the development of a new process, 4) provision of a means for individuals and groups (customers, employers, suppliers, etc.) to satisfy their needs, 5) the provision of an economic service that results in equitable profit or income.

If a dentist were to assume that the professional and business objectives of a practice were not identical, it would be impossible to achieve the objective of professional satisfactorily without achieving the objectives of business as well. For example, delivering high quality of dental care not only depends on the high skill of the dentist, but also depends on a cash flow and sufficient income to buy equipment and other supplies. On the other hand, it would be impossible to get satisfactory income in the long run if the public and profession didn’t not viewed the practice as being appropriate and of high quality. Therefore, it is clear that the 3rd premise is fulfilled.

However, many dentists feel uneasy to accept dentistry as both a profession and a business. Traditionally, most dentists have not had sufficient training in running a business for a dental practice; they usually learn from their seniors how to run a practice. They usually prefer clinical aspects of dental works. Young and Domer et al. stated that many dentists and dental school do not value that dentistry as profession and as business is compatible. This value resulting in the dental curriculum of some dental schools, in which traditionally the dental curriculums have not included business management.

Premise IV is that Management is important to both the professional and business aspects of dentistry. To operate a dental practice requires many resources, such as personnel, dental supplies, money, etc. Obtaining and utilizing resources to achieve objectives is the universal goals of management. The experts of dental practice management stated that poor management might cause the practice objectives are not achieved well. Possession of clinical knowledge and skills on the part of dentist and staff is not sufficient for the practice to achieve success. To create a successful practice, besides possessing highly clinical skill, a dentist must have a firm understanding of management concepts and apply them in their practice.

Indeed, the dental practice management can be learned through experiences in running or working in a private practice, however this approach is time consuming. Sometimes it results in making unnecessary and costly mistakes. It is suggested therefore, to follow continuing education on dental practice management or spend some amount of money for consulting services relating to practice management. Therefore, it can be concluded from the discussion above that management is important to the both professional and business aspect of dentistry.

The business aspects of dentistry are a current reality. Actually, Young has identified the trend of the business of dentistry two decades ago. Young stated that there have been an increasing number of the legal practice (group practice and a professional corporation) in last decade, or the number of “department store” or “shopping mall” of
dental practices, which are often franchised or operated on a contract with a parent company doing business in one or more states in America. Meaning that the dental practice is managed using a business system.

It was mentioned above that the professional corporation is a true business. The development of the professional corporation of the dental practice can be identified by the great number of a professional corporation that is advertised worldwide through internet. For example the Medical Tourism: Globalization, advertized that the group of medical and dental practices in some Thailand’s International Hospitals provides complete services for international patient clients with 26 languages. It is also interesting to note, that the advertisement also provides information that the services have 20% lower cost for some medical and dental care compare with the service cost in USA. The underlying of this advertisement is that the medical and dental services have a similarity in selling the services just like a department store or a shopping mall in giving the price discount in selling their products.

Regarding the trend of the development of a corporate practice, Molin and Molin stated that dentist must know about the secret agenda of the managed care industry, insurance companies and corporate dental conglomerates in future. Steele mentioned that dentists are currently in an unprecedented age of prosperity in the dental industry, many practices are enjoying heightened profit. However, Steele said that prosperity can be dangerous, if it leads to complacency, because dentists should always concern with the patient’s well being not only concern with the business of dentistry.

Regarding the discussion above and the current reality that the delivery of dental practice to follow a business system, it is suggested therefore to give the undergraduate students the basic concepts of dental practice management by putting this in the curriculum. It is also important to stress dental students and dentists to understand the basic criteria that enable dentistry to be considered a profession and continually to fulfill that criteria mentioned above. Dentistry have to continue the service orientation and to continue developing appropriate regulatory mechanisms, otherwise, outsider groups will increase their effort to modify the dental care delivery systems. As a result of this, dentistry as profession might possibly be destroyed.

It must have a firm understanding of management concepts and apply them in their practice.

It is suggested for dentists to follow as much business training or dental practice management training as the dentist can. It is also suggested to give the undergraduate students the basic concepts of dental practice management by putting this in the curriculum. Dental students and dentists should always realize the importance of continually to fulfill the basic criteria of a profession that enable dentistry always to be considered as a profession, otherwise outsider groups will increase their effort to modify the dental care delivery systems. As a result of this, dentistry as profession might possibly be destroyed.
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